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Part I 

Answer all 24 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Utilize the 
information provided for each question to determine your answer. Note that diagrams are not 
necessarily drawn to scale. For each statement or question, choose the word or expression that, 
of those given, best completes the statement or answers the question. [ 48] 

1 Which object is formed when right triangle RST shown below is 
rotated around leg RS ? 

R 

L-J....--....)>T 

(1) a pyramid with a square base (3) a right triangle 

(2) an isosceles triangle @a cone 

2 The vertices of 6JK.L have coordinates J(5;1), K( -2, -3), and 
L( -4,1). Under which transformation is the image 6J'K'L' not 
congruent to 6JKL? 

Use this space for 
computations. 

(1) a translation of two units to the right and two units down } , 

(2) a counterclockwise rotation of 180 degrees around the origin o{ l. $ ft\ V\ C~ J S 
(3) a reflection over the x-axis fY'e 5dV -e.J 
@ a dilation with a scale factor of 2 and centered at the origin 

3 The center of circle Q has coordinates (3, -2). If circle Q passes 
through R(7,1), what is the length of its diameter? . J.- . .~ 

( 1) so cw 1 o r ':> t-z -~) -r l1 - .. ) J ?- ~ 1 'b t'1 --, 5 
(2) 25 (4) 5 
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4 In the diagram below, congruent figures 1, 2, and 3 are drawn. 

y A' 

A F' B' 

F B 

E' C' 

c D' 

D 
X 

E" F" 

D"GA" 
C" B" 

Which sequence of transformations maps figure 1 onto figure 2 and 
then figure 2 onto figure 3? 

( 1) a reflection followed by a translation 

(2) a rotation followed by a translation 

~ a translation followed by a reflection 

~ a translation followed by a rotation 

5 As shown in the diagram below, the angle of elevation from a point 
on the ground to the top of the tree is 34 o. 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

0 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

If the point is 20 feet from the base of the tree, what is the height 
of the tree, to the nearest tenth :i...a foot? 

(1) 29.7 ~ 13.5 

(2) 16.6 (4) 11.2 
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computations. 
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6 Which figure can have the same cross section as a sphere? 

(1) (3) 

@ (4) 

7 A shipping container is in the shape of a right rectangular prism with 
a length of 12 feet, a width of 8.5 feet, and a height of 4 feet. The 
container is completely filled with contents that weigh, on average, 
0.25 pound per cubic foot. What is the weight, in pounds, of the 
contents in the container? 

(1) 1,632 

(2) 408 

(@102 

(4) 92 

V " I l · ~- s · 4- ~ Lfo 8 rr~ . 
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computations. 
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8 In the diagram of circle A shown below, chords CD and EF intersect 
at G, and chords CE and FD are drawn. 

Which statement is not always true? 

@ CG::::: FG 

(2) LCEG ::::: LFDG 

(3) CE _ FD 
EG DG 

(4) 6.CEG ~ 6.FDG 

AA 

9 Which equation represents a line that is perpendicular to the line 
represented by 2x - y = 7? 

@y=-~x+6 
1 

(2) y = 2x + 6 

(3) y = -2x + 6 

(4) y = 2x + 6 

-A 2: -2 '~ /-::-8 ,--.--:,. tl--
-1 

-k ,__ 
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10 Which regular polygon has a minimum rotation of 45° to carry the 
polygon onto itself? 

@octagon 

(2) decagon 

(3) hexagon 

(4) pentagon 

11 In the diagram of l::.ADC below, EB II DC, AE = 9, ED = 5, and 
AB = 9.2. 

A 

D c 

~ ~ 
~/ 

~~ 

cr~ )-
..;...--

X 
Y£ 
~ 
<;, 1 

Use this space for 
computations. 

What is the length of AC, to the nearest tenth? 

(1) 5.1 (@U14.3 

x~ 

~ 
l tj. ~ (2) 5.2 (4) 14.4 
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12 In scalene triangle ABC shown in the diagram below, mLC = 90°. 

A 

B 

Which equation is always true? 

( 1) sin A = sin B 

(2) cos A = cos B 

( 3) cos A = sin C 

@ sinA = cosB 

13 Quadrilateral ABCD has diagonals AC and BD. Which information 
is not sufficient to prove ABCD is a parallelogram? 

(1) AC and BD bisect each other. 

(2) AB ::::: CD and BC :::::AD 

(3) AB ::::: CD and AB II CD 

@AB::::: CD andBC II AD 

Use this space for 
computations. 

14 The equation of a circle is x2 + y2 + 6y = 7. What are the 
coordinates of the center and the length of the radius of the circle? 

(1) center (0,3) and radius 4 X }- -/- y l- tb >' -{- 't -:;. f 7 f- 'f 
® center (0, -3) and radius 4 ) r ~ J b 
(3) center (0,3) and radius 16 X J- f ( J t) 
(4) center (0, -3) and radius 16 
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15 Triangles ABC and DEF are drawn below. 

c 

rs 
E 

A Cf B 
FL -o 

If AB = 9, BC = 15, DE = 6, EF = 10, and LB :::: LE, which 
statement is true? 

(1) LCAB :::: LDEF 

(2) ~=~ 

@ .6-ABC ~ .6-DEF 

( ) AB FE 
4 DE=CB 

A 8 , 
-tlc / 

Use this space for 
computations. 

{)f -
E~ 
(; 3-~ 

15 ./ -rs 
16 If .6-ABC is dilated by a scale factor of 3, which statement is truJ ~-:.. '[ 0 

the image .6-A'B'C'? 

(1) 3A'B' = AB 

@B'C' =3BC 
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(3) mLA' = 3(mLA) 

(4) 3(mLC') = mLC 
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17 Steve drew line segments ABCD, EFG, BF, and Cf as shown in the 
diagram below. Scalene l::..BFC is formed. 

A B C 

E F 

D 

G 

A) f~rn~vf 0 

j J1 1tLrf OY 

a_ n 1 l lJ 

Which statement will allow Steve to prove ABCD II EFG? 

@ LCFG :::::: LFCB (3) LEFB :::::: LCFB 

(2) LABF:::::: LBFC (4) LCBF:::::: LGFC 

18 In the diagram below, CD is the image of AB after a dilation of scale 
factor k with center E. 

y 

X 

Which ratio is equal to the scale factor k of the dilation? 

~(1 EEAC (3) EA 
~ BA 

(2) BA 
EA 
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(4) EA 
EC 

[9] 

Use this space for 
computations. 
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19 A gallon of paint will cover approximately 450 square feet. An artist 
wants to paint all the outside surfaces of a cube measuring 12 feet 
on each edge. What is the least number of gallons of paint he must 

buy to paint the cube? CA· ~ 6 ~ ~~ 1- ~ 8 b lf 
(1) 1 (3) 3 ; -lf> 0 
@2 (4) 4 

20 In circle 0 shown below, diameter AC is perpendicular to CD at 
point C, and chords AB, BC, AE, and CE are drawn. 

D 

E 

Which statement is not always true? 

(j;J LACB :::: LBCD (3) LBAC :::: LDCB 

(2) LABC :::: LACD (4) LCBA :::: LAEC 

21 In the diagram below, .6.ABC- .6.DEC. 

A 

Use this space for 
computations. 

-si.CfL 

7 }0 ,. ;7,~ 
1i, -

8 c E 

If AC = 12, DC = 7, DE = 5, and the perimeter of .6.ABC is 30, 
what is the perimeter of .6.DEC? 

(1) 12.5 

(2) 14.0 
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(3) 14.8 

@17.5 
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/Vl /,1 ~ ~ 
22 The line 3y = - 2x + 8 is transformed by a dilation centered at the 

origin. Which linear equation could be its image? _ ~ 

@ 2x + 3y = 5 fh '.i 1 <:,. ~oo t (3) 3x + 2y = 5 M -:. 'J: 
(2) 2x - 3y = 5 (4) 3x - 2y = 5 

AI\" ... b J-- 1 > 
I' I • ....::--; ")- IYI .... ~ ,. ~ $ --

- :> 3 ~], '"'"'2-

23 A circle with a radius of 5 was divided into 24 congruent sectors. The 
sectors were then rearranged, as shown in the diagram below. 

Use this space for 
computations. 

~aww. 
~ N#MMMM )( : )_ c n· cv;"J (.e y 01 c.e 

To the nearest integer, the value of x is J- )~ /)t /b 
(1) 31 ~3) 12 c~ ;orr 

@p 16 (4) 10 

24 Which statement is sufficient evidence that 6.DEF is congruent to 
6.ABC? 

B 
E 

0 
c 

A F 

(1) AB = DE and BC = EF )5 
(2) LD :::::: LA, LB - LE, LC :::::: LF /l f/fl 
@)There is a sequence of rigid motions that maps AB onto DE, BC 

onto EF, and AC onto DF. )) .S 
( 4) There is a sequence of rigid motions that maps point A onto 

point D, AB onto DE, and LB onto LE. ) IJ 
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Part II 

Answer all 7 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [14] 

25 Use a compass and straightedge to construct an inscribed square in circle T shown below. 
[Leave all construction marks.] 
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26 The diagram below shows arallel . -mLLNO = 22o. p ogram LMNO With diagonal LN, mLM = 118o, and 

N 

Explain why mLNLO is 40 degrees. 

0Pf05JtL an1/·H })1 ~ 1~r~JleltJjY{}..f11 ttrv 
tv '(I a r r)'( /1] f, $0 M L. 0 -:: I I r. 1 le.- ;' n r~o· Or' 

4n9ks of a frr'An<Jh ~vA) )'rO.o 

I ~ 6 - {l) ~ + ')-)-) <> lfO 
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27 The coordinates of the endpoints of ABare A( -6, -5) and B(4,0). Point Pis on AB. Determine 
and state the coordinates of point P, such that AP:PB is 2:3. 
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.] ;;-"5 

-S+}(o--<7) 
.,c;f2-(s) 

> 

-' + ?t { 4- -6) 
-6 r 2:.. (;o} 

5 

_, 6 1 y ., $ r J, 
~)- J3 

(J-1- 3) 

y 

X 
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28 The diagram below shows a ramp connecting the ground to a loading platform 4.5 feet above the 
ground. The ramp measures 11.75 feet from the ground to the top of the loading platform. 

4.5 ft 

~Ramp 
ll.:?sft~ 

Determine and state, to the nearest degree, the angle of elevation formed by the ramp and the 
ground. 
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29 In the diagram below of circle 0, the area of the shaded sector AOC is 12Jt in2 and the length of 
OA is 6 inches. Determine and state mLAOC. 

A-;ffrJ... 

:J 3b1T 

Jbl.y_ / '"-,(. 
)bO _, 

X ~ )b iJ . I 1-j6 

~ ) )-.() 
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30 After a reflection over a line, .6.A'B'C' is the image of .6.ABC. Explain why triangle ABC is 
congruent to triangle A' B 'C'. 

Geometry (Common Core) -June '15 [17] 

y-1 1 t' }_ fl1 o.fibYJS 
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31 A flagpole casts a shadow 16.60 meters long. Tim stands at a distance of 12.45 meters from the 
base of the flagpole, such that the end of Tim's shadow meets the end of the flagpole's shadow. 
If Tim is 1. 65 meters tall, determine and state the height of the flagpole to the nearest tenth of a 
meter. 

X 
/.&S 

7 {)--' 4 s tr. '5 
1&-~ 

).bS /. X ---- ~ ~ 

~.15 lb.-£ 
0, l ) X ~ ~ 7. ) 9 

~~·b.k 
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Part III 

Answer all 3 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 4 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily .drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [12] 

32 In the diagram below, EF intersects AB and CD at G and H, respectively, and GI is drawn such 
that GH :::: IH . 
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- -
33 Given: Quadrilateral ABCD is a parallelogram with diagonals AC and BD intersecting atE 

A 

c 

~ fA0ri~Afi?N ~cEB I fl&A 5otJ 
J) (1uttvAn'!ttf~tAJ1 A 8Cb 11) fN'v-ct1 

; S Ct fO.rtt /l e f!_j r tv¥l · 

tJ i ti 9 dlu:•f S A 0 'f-' iJt, 
J i7 f~~~s-ecJ a b t /-) Ab ~ ifu :J) 0.; fO ii~~ ') i~S () { A ;;avd/e-/ CJ9;1/;I'/ 

af"l conc;r{)~ 
3) l--At:D ~ L C£(? 

y) eGJJ DA 
5) t- DB cf- L GOA 

}) /JeYfi{a/ ahf/LS a1r0 CDh'JHI~'f 
If) (Je-FJ'h i /"J·D"' of jJJvya/lt /cJ'j Mtn 
>) (V )fer nttfe., Jn {-eJJor q n 7/-e s ,;t-K.J 

OJilj vv-< vr-f 
JJA5 

Describe a single rigid motion1that maps ~AED onto ~CEB. 

I~ 0 6 £-Oftt1 (lJYI 0 r ;.1 A 6b OvYO l/)1) fo Jnf c. 
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34 In the diagram below, the line of sight from the park ranger station, P, to the lifeguard chair, L, 
on the beach of a lake is perpendicular to the path joining the campground, C, and the first aid 
station, F. The campground is 0.25 mile from the lifeguard chair. The straight paths from both 
the campground and first aid station to the park ranger station are perpendicular. 

p 

F y L 0.25 mi C 

If the path from the park ranger station to the campground is 0.55 mile, determine and state, to 
the nearest hundredth of a mile, the distance between the park ranger station and the lifeguard 
chair. --

Gerald believes the distance from the first aid station to the campground is at least 1.5 miles. 
Is Gerald correct? Justify your answer. 

f\) r) )-) , y -
I J-) ~ )-S 

, 900~:; y 
f~d-<> 
~ £-/~r; 
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Part IV 

Answer the 2 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 6 credits. Clearly 
indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. Utilize the information provided for each question to determine your answer. 
Note that diagrams are not necessarily drawn to scale. For all questions in this part, a correct 
numerical answer with no work shown will receive only 1 credit. All answers should be 
written in pen, except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [12] 

35 The water tower in the picture below is modeled by the two-dimensional figure beside it. The 
water tower is composed of a hemisphere, a cylinder, and a cone. Let C be the center of the 
hemisphere and let D be the center of the base of the cone. /:ot V) 41 0 

~ 

~·~ 

x~ 9. n§ 

E 

F £ """TI I I '\ G 
I -- 0 . I 

25ft 

Bl v·.t II IK 

A 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org 

Question 35 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 35 continued 

If AC = 8.5 feet, BF = 25 feet, and mLEFD = 47°, determine and state, to the nearest cubic 
foot, the volume of the water tower. 

The water tower was constructed to hold a maximum of 400,000 pounds of water. If water weighs 
62.4 pounds per cubic foot, can the water tower be filled to 85% of its volume and not exceed 
the weight limit? Justify your answer. 

No 70)o~6J~V~lf,77)3to 
)', 8> 
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36 In the coordinate plane, the vertices of ~RST are R(6, -1), S(l, -4), and T( -5,6). 
Prove that ~RST is a right triangle. 

[The use of the set of axes on ~:iext page~ J~~ti:al.]+k 5 J oJ e > of n 
3 'f CJ7[ art opfoS) f.e 

M _ .,/6 rs - --r;;. 
1'1--ll ~ 2 ) 5 )-f..CJf 'IOctt,l 5 J +J..e y a rG 

p-er peTJd' c.ular 9'-' {OY/VJ Vi/ 

01h+ cm~lt. L) fLSf is 
o_ r i 1 h-+. IYJ f1 V17 h lis .L > 
ft; Ov Y• ?Jh+ aJ1~)6 

State the coordinates of point P such that quadrilateral RSTP is a rectangle. 

(o,q) 

Question 36 is continued on the next page. 
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Question 36 continued 

r;~ve that your quadrilateral RSTP is a rectangle 
e use of the set of axes below is optional.] . 

5 !nee -!h sloffS _!2~' ~ 1/ r:llvc__ 

fV1 Cl\ .-:; 3 
}!(., 5 

fV) -_ 1/ fb A -' 5 f<.p $ --- ) ~ 
6 3 

Mp;= => ~ 
5 
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a cPJ e..wd '5 i vlt,s ( rs-~- 'S!L, <;Ji '~-!? ~ 
-iTtfi/ j[j 9"'T1) art opos(fe 
rt Cl'fYDClL/y; f'ky aye jJfYf~ nJ J'C-Ua 

cr (rJt.YJ r-i7ll-t C?ll 1 (-<.s, 
rJtJazlr.-la1-etL/ /L~Tf ) 5 tt/ 
rec+&tYl1u 6eu.v~ ;'} h-~t$ 
{t;w ri'1h-+ a,h7!{ s. 
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